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Abstract

We describe the design and performance the calorimeter systems used in the ECCE detector design[1] to achieve the overall
performance specifications cost-effectively with careful consideration of appropriate technical and schedule risks.
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1. Introduction7

We report the design and performance of the calorimeter sys-8

tems for the ECCE detector [1]. Homogeneous and sampling9

calorimeter technologies are employed in the different pseudo-10

rapidity regions (backwards, central, and forward) aiming to11

achieve the overall performance requirements outlined in the12

EIC Yellow Report (YR) [2] cost effectively and with consid-13

eration of technical and schedule risks. The main physics pro-14

gram of the EIC imposes strong detector performance require-15

ments on the calorimeter systems. While single inclusive DIS,16

jets and heavy quark reconstruction require an excellent energy17

resolution for the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters,18

further requirements for π / e separation at the 3σ level are im-19

posed, for example, by TMD evolution and XYZ spectroscopy.20

In order to probe the requested kinematic regions for such pro-21

cesses, a large acceptance in pseudorapidity for the calorime-22

ters is required with special focus on continuous coverage from23

the backward region to the forward region. The key perfor-24

mances of the ECCE calorimeter systems are reported and put25

in context to their impact on physics analyses. This includes the26

performance and expected resolution, with which particles can27

be reconstructed from their energy deposits as well as particle28

identification via matching to charged particle tracks obtained29

from the ECCE tracking systems [3].30

2. Calorimeter Design31

The ECCE calorimeters are designed with the Yellow32

Report requirements imposed by the corresponding physics in33

mind. Consequently, particular focus is placed on an excellent34

electron detection with the broadest possible pseudorapidity35

(η) coverage. Driven by these concerns, homogeneous elec-36

tromagnetic calorimeters (ECals) for the electron end cap and37

the barrel region are selected, while a highly granular shashlik38

sampling calorimeter is chosen in the hadron going direction.39

The gaps between these calorimeters in η are minimized by40

reducing the support structures for the inner most detectors and41

even adapting a projective design for the barrel ECal.42

43

For the hadronic calorimeters (HCals) the ECCE consortium44

has identified no physics process which would benefit from an45

HCal in the electron end cap within the first years of data taking.46

Thus, the presented baseline design does not contain an HCal in47

this direction and instead the sPHENIX plugdoor will serve as48
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Figure 1: η − ϕ coverage of the ECCE HCals (a) and ECals (b), where the
positions of all calorimeter tower centers are plotted in black. For illustration,
3 rows and 3 columns of constant eta or phi index in the detector are depicted
in blue or red, respectively.

magnet flux return. For the barrel we propose to reuse the exist-49

ing outer HCal from the sPHENIX collaboration, which is cur-50

rently under construction at BNL [4]. This rather shallow HCal51

surrounding the BABAR magnet will be complemented by an52

instrumented steel support frame that holds the barrel ECal. De-53

spite its limited depth, this HCal will be able to serve as cali-54

bration point before the magnet. In the hadron going direction55

we propose to construct a new longitudinally separated HCal56

in order to capture the rather collimated hadrons going in this57

direction with the best possible energy resolution. The accep-58

tance of the envisioned detectors in η and azimuth (ϕ) according59

to the ECCE GEANT4 implementations for all HCals (top) and60

ECals (bottom), can be found in Figure 1. The figure also shows61

that all calorimeters cover the full azimuth (0 < ϕ < 2π).62

The performance of the above described calorimeters63

strongly depends on the detector material budget, as early mate-64

rial interactions can deteriorate the reconstruction performance.65

A special focus here is put on the ECals where excess material66

of the inner detectors could quickly add up to several radiation67

lengths (X/X0). Thus, the material of all inner detector systems68

and support frames has been reduced by a large extend, result-69

ing in 0.2 − 1X/X0 in the barrel and approximately 0.15X/X070

in the forward and backward direction with slight modulations71

depending on η. This is shown in Figure 2 (left) for the ECals72

in terms of X/X0 and in the right panel of the same figure for73

the HCals in terms of nuclear interaction lengths (λ/λ0) as a74

function of η. As can be seen, the bulk of material in front of75

the ECals stems from the Cerenkov (mRICH, dRICH, DIRC)76
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Figure 2: Integrated radiation lengths (left) and nuclear interaction lengths (right) in the full ECCE detector configuration as a function of pseudorapdity. Contribu-
tions of individual detector systems are summed up according to six material categories.

detector systems and from the TOF systems. The η regions77

between the barrel and forward/backward calorimeters shows78

several significant passive support structures in the distribution,79

whose material we aim to reduce considerably. For the HCals,80

the bulk of upstream material is given by the ECals as well as81

by the passive magnet material in the barrel. The final number82

of nuclear interaction lengths and radiation lengths of the dif-83

ferent calorimeters that are described in this article can also be84

obtained from Figure 2, which is based on a GEANT4 material85

scan of the full ECCE detector as implemented in the Fun4All86

framework [5].87

2.1. Electron-End-Cap88

The electron-end-cap calorimeter is expected to cover a89

dynamic energy range of 0.1–18 GeV for electromagnetic90

showers of the scattered electron based on e+p Pythia simula-91

tions at 18x275 GeV2. The choice of technology and detector92

dimensions are therefore optimized to provide the optimal93

performance for this expected energy range.94

95

2.1.1. Electron-End-Cap Electromagnetic Calorimeter:96

EEMC97

The EEMC is a high-resolution ECal designed for precision98

measurements of the energy of scattered electrons and final-99

state photons in the electron-going region. Based on the EIC100

Yellow Report the requirement on high energy resolution in the101

backward region is driven by inclusive DIS where precise de-102

termination of the scattered electron properties is critical to de-103

termine the event kinematics.104

The EEMC is designed to address the requirements outlined105

in the EIC Yellow Report. Its baseline design is based on an106

array of approximately 3000 lead tungsten crystals (PWO) with107

2 × 2 × 20 cm3 in size, which correspond to approximately108

20X/X0 longitudinally and a transverse size equal to the PWO109

Molière radius. The PWO crystal light yield is in the range of110

15 to 25 photo-electrons per MeV, providing an excellent en-111

ergy resolution of σE/E ≈ 2%/
√

E + 1% [6, 7] within a very112

compact design. Since the total radius of the EEMC is smaller113

in ECCE than envisioned in the Yellow Report, the ECCE de-114

sign includes only the PWO crystals and not the glass crystals115

that were originally intended to be used at larger radii.116

The EEEMCAL Consortium is leading the efforts to further de-117

velop the EEMC design concept and has summarized their in-118

tentions in an Expression Of Interest in 2021. They have be-119

gun to organize activities into mechanical design, scintillator,120

readout, and software/simulation among the collaborating insti-121

tutions. Pre-design activities of the mechanical support struc-122

ture commenced in 2021 and a document on mechanical design123

and integration has been prepared [8]. The note documents the124

Electron-End-Cap ECal detector layout (geometry, positioning125

of the crystals, first layer of PWO crystals), mechanical struc-126

ture (internal, external, support ring for cooling the PCB, clear-127

ance with the beampipe), electronics (SiPM configuration, PCB128

SiPM and cables, main connection PCB), cooling (internal, ex-129

ternal, outside, additional), and mechanical integration (assem-130

bly of the detector, inserting it into the universal frame). The131

concept is based on models of existing detectors that the team132

has constructed, and in particular the Neutral Particle Spec-133

trometer at Jefferson Lab. The following paragraphs summa-134

rize the material of the EEEMCAL document as relevant for135

the EEMC.136

Fig. 3 shows an overview of the different components of the137

EEMC prepared by the EEEMCAL Consortium [8]. It has four138

main parts: the detector (PWO crystals), the mechanical struc-139

ture (internal and external), cooling, and electronics (SiPM and140

cables). With crystal dimensions of 2 × 2 × 20cm3, a density of141

8.28 g/cm3, and a mass of 0.6624kg per crystal the total weight142

of the EEMC is slightly more than two metric tons. The crys-143

tals are aligned and separated using carbon plates of thickness144

0.5mm. The configuration for the first layer of PWO crystals145

depends on the final design of the beam pipe. Its minimum di-146

ameter will be on the order of 22.5cm with an additional clear-147
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Figure 3: The Electron-End-Cap Calorimeter conceptual design and its clear-
ance with the beampipe as prepared by the EEEMCAL Consortium [8]. The
EEMC consists only of PWO crystals and uses the displayed design concept.

ance gap. Since the crystals are placed on top of each other,148

only crystals in the top hemisphere are supported by a mechan-149

ical structure. The EEEMCAL Consortium carried out a first150

calculation to determine the required thickness of the internal151

structure. This thickness will have to be optimized to reduce the152

internal diameter and to reduce the materials. The maximum153

thickness of the internal structure should not exceed 5mm.154

The EEMC is located inside the inner universal (”DIRC”)155

frame and covers the pseudorapdity region of −3.4 < η < −1.5.156

The limiting factors for its acceptance are illustrated in Fig. 3157

where the EEMC is shown in the context of its surrounding158

detector systems and passive materials. The integration of the159

EEMC into the DIRC frame is only possible if the beam pipe is160

removed, which implies that the flange must be disconnected.161

To improve the inner diameter of the EEMC and to improve162

the acceptance up to −3.7 < η < −1.5, an inner calorimeter163

is being considered. This option also requires the modification164

of the overall structure of the EEMC to ensure no significant165

gaps in scattered electron detection between the electron-end-166

cap and barrel. Overall, the inner diameter of the EEMC will167

depend on the design of the beam pipe, and in particular the168

angle between the electron and the hadron tube.169

The present preferred readout choice for the EEMC is based170

on silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) of pixel size 10µm or 15µm171

and a photosensitive area of 3×3mm2. There are two configura-172

tion options: 4 SiPM per crystal or 16 SiPM per crystal. Since173

a mechanical structure is required for mounting the PCBs, its174

width in turn will determine the positioning of the SiPMs. As-175

suming a machined grid with a width of about 5mm the PCBs176

can be mounted with small screws.177

PWO crystals are sensitive to temperature changes with a178

variation of 2%/◦C in light output. Thus, the specification is179

to keep the crystal temperature stable within ±0.1 ◦C. A cool-180

ing strategy is required to remove the heat from the electron-181

ics. A detailed thermal calculation will be performed later, but182

the main elements of cooling are described here. The internal183

cooling with copper blocks consists of several machined cop-184

per blocks with internal coolant circulation. The main idea of185

external cooling with cooling plates is to use the support struc-186

ture surrounding the EEMC linked with tubes. The system is187

composed of 12 plates with a 5-8mm spacing in which water188

can be circulated. The cooling near the crystals will likely not189

be enough to meet specification. Possible solutions are: Out-190

side cooling can be achieved with standard cooling blocks with191

airflow in front of the electronics. Additional cooling may be192

added at the back of the assembly. The main constraint is the193

space available in the electron end-cap.194

The mechanical integration of the EEMC presently envisions195

that the detector is assembled outside of the universal frame,196

mounted on a platform, and then inserted into the universal197

frame. The detailed steps and main points of the assembly are198

described in Ref. [8]. The mechanical integration starts when199

the assembly is complete. The platform is adjusted on rails with200

an additional support to link the support to the detector. The201

platform is removed once the EEMC is mounted on the univer-202

sal frame. Clearance of at least 5mm on all sides between the203

EEMC and the universal frame is required to perform mainte-204

nance without lifting the detector.205

2.2. Barrel206

Based on Pythia simulations of e+p collisions at 18x275207

GeV2, the expected energy range of particles at mid-rapidity208

is 0.1–50 GeV in high Q2 events. The ECCE detector therefore209

requires calorimeters that can cover these expected energies for210

electromagnetic and hadronic shower reconstruction.211

2.2.1. Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter: BEMC212

The barrel calorimeter is designed to cover the central region213

in the detector (−1.72 < η < 1.31). Its total length along the214

z-axis is 584 cm and the detector is fully contained within215

solenoid magnet, but positioned at a larger radial position than216

the DIRC [1]. The absolute radial position of the calorimeter is217

85 < R < 135 cm from the beampipe, where the inner radius is218

fixed for all towers but the outer radius varies depending of the219

position in eta due to the required projective design.220

221

The calorimeter is composed of 8960 towers made out of222

SciGlass, which are organized in 128 towers per ϕ slice and223

70 blocks in the η direction. Fig. 4 shows x and z slices of the224

BEMC geometry as it is modeled in GEANT4. The colors225

show the different η towers, and the variation in the outer radius226
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Figure 4: Left: Single BEMC tower as implemented in the GEANT4 simulations. Middle: BEMC projective tower layout in η. The towers are centered at z = −10
cm. Right: BEMC layout layout as a function of ϕ for one η slice. The towers are tilted in ϕ by 10◦ to avoid channeling in the gaps between adjacent towers.

Parameter Value

Inner radius (envelope) 85 cm
Outer radius (envelope) max. 135 cm (η − dependent)
Length (envelope) 584 cm (−389 < z < 195 cm)
Pseudorapidity coverage −1.72 < η < 1.31
Active material SciGlass
# towers in azimuth 128
# towers in pseudorapidity 70
Tower dimensions

inner face: 4 × 4 cm
length: 45.5 cm
outer face (η = 0): 5 × 5 cm
outer face (|η| > 1.1): 6.6 × 6.6 cm

η projectivity point z = −10 cm
ϕ projectivity tilt 10◦

Sampling fraction 0.97
Tower depth X/X0 ≈ 16.0
Molière radius RM = 3.58 cm

Table 1: Design parameters for the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter BEMC.

can be observed.227

The BEMC is designed with offset projectivity in η and ϕ. This228

requires that the tower tilting angle depends on its location229

in the calorimeter. Additionally, the towers have a stronger230

inclination at higher absolute pseudorapidities, leading to an231

asymmetric tapered shape of the glass blocks, which increases232

with |η|. Their front face is tilted such that it is facing the233

interaction point shifted by ∆z = −10 cm in order to avoid234

channeling from particles coming from the collision vertex.235

236

The layout for a single tower around η = 0 is shown in237

Fig. 4 (left). All towers currently have an inner size of 4 × 4238

cm2 and the same length of 45.5 cm, which corresponds to239

approximately 16X/X0. However, their outer face dimension240

varies from 52 to 6.62 cm2 depending on their position in |η|. In241

addition, the considered SciGlass towers have a Molière radius242

of 3.58 cm, which is approximately double the transverse243

tower size. Each tower is composed of a SciGlass core,244

surrounded by a 1 mm carbon fiber enclosure. The electronics245

are currently modeled by Kapton, SiO2 and carbon fiber layers246

in the outer part of the blocks. The SciGlass block length is247

optimized to contain at least 95% of the energy of a 10 GeV248

electron, whilst still fitting into the BABAR 1.5T magnet with249

at most an inner radius of 80 cm and at least 8cm space for250

the electronics and support structure. The electron energy251

mentioned above corresponds to the average scattered electron252

energy in the BEMC acceptance. Constraining the BEMC253

to not stretch further into the detector allows for more space254

for other PID and tracking detectors which are necessary255

for electron, pion, kaon and proton separation. In particular256

for negative η it could be studied in the future, whether the257

tower depth could be increased up to 60 cm for higher |η| to258

decrease the energy leakage for high energetic electrons, which259

are more probable in this region. Here the projective design260

allows for such an extension at least for parts of the calorimeter.261

262

Fig. 4 (middle) shows the projective tower layout of the263

calorimeter in η. The towers are tilted to point at z = −10264

cm from the IP to avoid radiation length gaps and the result-265

ing channeling of particles produced in the collision within the266

passive material between the towers. The interaction point is267

marked by a red star, from which the left and right directions268

in the figure correspond to the electron and hadron-going sides,269

respectively. The detector is designed asymmetric towards the270

electron and hadron sides, resulting in a length of 389 and 195271

cm on the respective sides. A slice of the detector in ϕ at272

η = 0 is shown in Figure 4 (right). All the towers are tilted273

by ∆ϕ = 10◦ to avoid any gaps in ϕ and further tunneling of274

particles through inactive detector material. A summary of all275

BEMC detector parameters is given in Table 1.276

2.2.2. Barrel Hadronic Calorimeter: IHCAL & OHCAL277

The Outer Hadronic Calorimeter (OHCAL) is a re-use of the278

sPHENIX HCal [9], which instruments the large steel-based279

barrel flux return. The Inner Hadronic Calorimeter (IHCAL),280

as currently implemented in ECCE, is very similar in design to281

the sPHENIX inner HCAL in that it instruments the support for282

the barrel HCal to provide an additional longitudinal segment283
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of hadronic calorimetry. The IHCAL provides useful data for284

overall calibration of the combined calorimeter system.285

In the following, the construction of the scintillating tiles used286

in the outer and inner HCals is described, followed by a me-287

chanical description of each calorimeter system.288

The basic calorimeter concept for the IHCAL/OHCAL is a289

sampling calorimeter with absorber plates tilted from the ra-290

dial direction. This design provides more uniform sampling in291

azimuth and provides information on the longitudinal shower292

development. The current design uses tapered plates for the293

OHCAL and non-tapered plates for the IHCAL. Based on de-294

tailed studies, this design choice lowers the IHCAL machin-295

ing cost without decreasing its performance. Extruded tiles of296

plastic scintillator with an embedded wavelength shifting fiber297

are interspersed between the absorber plates and read out at the298

outer radius with SiPMs. The tilt angle is chosen so that a radial299

track from the center of the interaction region traverses at least300

four scintillator tiles. Each tile is read out by a single SiPM, and301

the analog signal from each tile in a tower (five for the OHCAL,302

four for the IHCAL) are ganged to a single preamplifier chan-303

nel to form a calorimeter tower. Tiles are divided in slices of η304

so that the overall segmentation is ∆η × ∆ϕ ≈ 0.1 × 0.1.305

The scintillating tiles are similar to the design of the scintilla-306

tors for the T2K experiment by the INR group (Troitzk, Russia)307

who designed and built 875 mm long scintillation tiles with a308

serpentine wavelength shifting fiber readout [10]. Similar ex-309

truded scintillator tiles were also developed by the MINOS ex-310

periment. The properties of the HCal scintillating tiles and of311

the WLS fibers are detailed in Ref. [9]. The Kuraray single clad312

fiber is chosen due to its flexibility and longevity, which are313

critical in the geometry with multiple fiber bends.314

The IHCAL and OHCAL are north-south symmetric and re-315

quire 24 tiles along the η direction. The design requires 12316

different shapes of tiles for each longitudinal segment. Fig. 5317

shows the tile and embedded fiber pattern for the OHCAL.318

The major components of the OHCAL are tapered steel ab-319

sorber plates and 7680 scintillating tiles which are read out320

with SiPMs along the outer radius of the detector. The detector321

consists of 32 modules, which are wedge-shaped sectors con-322

taining 2 towers in ϕ and 24 towers in η equipped with SiPM323

sensors, preamplifiers, and cables carrying the differential out-324

put of the preamplifiers to the digitizer system on the floor and325

upper platform of the detector. Each module comprises 9 full-326

thickness absorber plates and 2 half-thickness absorber plates,327

so that as the modules are stacked, adjoining half-thickness ab-328

sorber plates have the same thickness as the full-thickness ab-329

sorber plates. The tilt angle is chosen to be 12 degrees relative330

to the radius, corresponding to the geometry required for a ray331

from the vertex to cross four scintillator tiles. Table 2 summa-332

rizes the major design parameters of the OHCAL, which are333

illustrated in Figure 5. Since the OHCAL will serve as the flux334

return of the solenoid, the absorber plates are single, long plates335

running along the field direction. The IHCAL occupies a radial336

envelope bounded by a 50 mm clearance inside the solenoid337

cryostat and the outer radius of the BEMC. The inner radius338

provides support for the BEMC and the HCal, while the end of339

the structure carries load to the OHCAL.340

Parameter Value

Inner radius (envelope) 1820 mm
Outer radius (envelope) 2700 mm
Length (envelope) 6316 mm
Material 1020 steel
# towers in azimuth (∆ϕ) 64
# tiles per tower 5
# towers in pseudorapidity (∆η) 24
# electronic channels (towers) 64 × 24 = 1536
# optical devices (SiPMs) 5 × 1536 = 7680
# modules (azimuthal slices) 32
# towers per module 2 × 24 = 48
Total # absorber plates 5 × 64 = 320
Tilt angle (relative to radius) 12◦

Absorber plate thickness at inner radius 10.2 mm
Absorber plate thickness at outer radius 14.7 mm
Gap thickness 8.5 mm
Scintillator thickness 7 mm
Module weight 12247 kg
Sampling fraction 0.035
Calorimeter depth 4.0λ/λ0
Molière radius RM for π± 14.4 cm

Table 2: Design parameters for the Outer Hadronic Calorimeter (OHCAL).

Parameter Value

Inner radius (envelope) 1350 mm
Outer radius (envelope) 1385 mm
Material 310 stainless steel
# towers in azimuth (∆ϕ) 64
# towers per module 2 × (12 + 15) = 56
# tiles per tower 4
# towers in pseudorapidity (η > 0) 24
# towers in pseudorapidity (η < 0) 30
# electronic channels (towers) 64 × 27 = 1728
# optical devices (SiPMs) 4 × 1728 = 6912
Tilt angle (relative to radius) 32 ◦

Absorber plate thickness 13 mm
Gap thickness 8.5 mm
Scintillator thickness 7 mm
# modules (azimuthal slices) 32
Sampling fraction 0.059
Calorimeter depth 0.17λ/λ0

Table 3: Design parameters for the Inner Hadronic Calorimeter (instrumented
frame) for ECCE.

Table 3 shows the basic mechanical parameters of the IHCAL341

reference design. The detector is designed to be built in 32 mod-342

ules, which are wedge-shaped sectors comprising 8 gaps with343

7 full-thickness plates and 2 half-thickness plates (so that as344

the modules are stacked, adjoining half-thickness plates have345

the same thickness as the full-thickness plates). The modules346

contain 2 towers in ϕ and 27 towers in η equipped with SiPM347

sensors, preamplifiers, and cables carrying the differential out-348
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Figure 5: Left: Scintillator tiles in a layer of the OHCAL. Right: Transverse cutaway view of an OHCAL module, showing the tilted tapered absorber plates. Light
collection and cabling is on the outer radius at the top of the drawing.

put of the preamplifiers to the digitizer system on the floor and349

upper platform of the detector. The instrumentation consists of350

6912 scintillating tiles and optical devices, 1728 preamplifiers,351

and cabling.352

2.3. Hadron-End-Cap353

We envision the forward calorimeter system as an integrated354

ECal and HCal, where the installation units, where appropriate,355

are constructed in a common casing. These so-called modules356

consist of an electromagnetic calorimeter segment in the front357

which is part of the forward EMCal (FEMC) followed by a358

HCal segment which is part of the longitudinally separated359

HCal (LFHCAL). In between these segments a read-out section360

is foreseen for the ECal. The modules of up to 4 different361

sizes will be installed in half shells surrounding the beam pipe,362

which are movable on steel trolleys to give access to the inner363

detectors in the barrel in the hadron going direction. Each of364

these trolley should carry about 150 metric tons of weight. This365

integrated ECal and HCal design reduces the dead material in366

the detector acceptance and allows for an easier installation367

in the experimental hall. However, this implies that the368

construction of the modules has to happen in the same location369

to reduce shipping and assembly costs. In the following, details370

on the FEMC will be discussed (Section 2.3.1), followed by371

the design considerations and plans for the longitudinally372

separated HCal (Section 2.3.2).373

374

Both detector systems need to be able to handle the expected375

energies of incoming particles up to 150 GeV, based on simu-376

lated Pythia events for e+p collisions at 18x275 GeV2. Due to377

the asymmetric collision system, these calorimeters are there-378

fore focused strongly on high energetic particle shower con-379

tainment while still providing good energy resolution down to380

lower energies.381

2.3.1. Hadron End-Cap Electro-magnetic Calorimeter: FEMC382

The forward ECal (FEMC) is a Pb-Scintillator shashlik383

calorimeter. It is placed at a distance of z = 3.07 m from the in-384

teraction point in the hadron-going direction after the tracking385

parameter FEMC LFHCAL

inner radius (envelope) 17 cm 17 cm
outer radius (envelope) 170 cm 270 cm
η acceptance 1.3 < η < 3.5 1.2 < η < 3.5
tower information

x, y (R </> 0.8 m) 1 cm/ 1.65 cm 5 cm
z (active depth) 37.5 cm 140 cm
z read-out 5 cm 20 cm
# scintillor plates 66 (0.4 cm each) 70 (0.4 cm each)
# aborber sheets 66 (0.16 cm Pb) 60 (1.6 cm steel)

10 (1.6 cm tungsten)
weight ∼ 6.4 kg ∼ 30.6 kg
radiation lengths 18.5 X/X0 ? X/X0

interaction lengths ? λ/λ0 6.9 λ/λ0

Molière radius RM 5.2 cm (e± shower) 21.1 cm (π± shower)
Sampling fraction f 0.220 0.040
# towers (inner/outer) 19,200/ 34,416 9040
# read-out channels 53,616 7 x 9,040 = 63,280

Table 4: Overview of the calorimeter design properties for the FEMC and the
LFHCAL.

Assembly Module Type # modules

8 LFHCAL tower modules (8M) 1091 (total)
no FEMC towers in front 538
200 FEMC towers (inner) 87
72 FEMC towers (outer) 466

4 LFHCAL tower modules (4M) 76 (total)
no FEMC towers in front 36
100 FEMC towers (inner) 16
36 FEMC towers (outer) 24

2 LFHCAL tower modules (2M) 2 (total)
50 FEMC towers (inner) 2

1 LFHCAL tower modules (1M) 4 (total)
25 FEMC towers (inner) 4

Table 5: Number of assembly modules for the full combined FEMC and LFH-
CAL detector.
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Figure 6: Design pictures of the forward calorimeter assembly (left), stacking concept (middle top), 8-tower module design (middle bottom) and single scintillator
plate for 8 tower module with embedded wavelength shifting fibers and steel absorber plate (right).

and particle identification detectors. The detector is made up386

of two half disks with a radius of about 1.7m. The calorimeter387

is based on traditional Pb-Scint-Shashlik calorimeter designs388

like they have previously been used in ALICE, STAR and389

PHENIX. However, it employs more modern techniques for390

the readout and the scintillation tile separation.391

Its towers have an active depth of 37.5 cm with additional392

space for the readout of about 5cm. Each tower consists of 66393

layers of alternating 0.16 cm Pb sheets and 0.4 cm scintillator394

material, as listed in Table 4. Due to the high occupancy of395

the detector at large pseudorapities and the collimation of the396

particles in this area in physical space, the tower size varies397

depending on the radial position with respect to the beam398

axis. Towers which are close to the beam pipe (R < 0.8399

m) have an active tower size of 1 × 1 × 37.5 cm3. For the400

outer radii this granularity is not necessary and thus the size401

is increased to 1.65 × 1.65 × 37.5 cm3. These numbers are402

intentionally well below the Molière radius of Rm = 5.18 cm,403

thus showers will spread transversely over multiple towers. In404

order to collect the light produced in the scintillator tiles, each405

scintillator and Pb-plate is pierced by four 0.2mm diameter406

wavelength shifting fibers. These fibers are used to collect the407

light generated in the scintillators across all 66 layers. All four408

fibers are read out together by a single SiPM.409

Multiple towers are contained in modules of either 20× 10 cm2
410

(8M), 10 × 10 cm2 (4M), 5 × 10 cm2 (2M) or 5 × 5 cm2 (1M)411

in size. These module sizes match the 8-, 4-, 2- and 1-tower412

modules of the LFHCAL with which they share a 1.5 mm thin413

steel enclosure. Depending on the radial position, the FEMC414

packs 72 or 200 read-out towers in an 8M module. Due to the415

integration of the FEMC towers in the LFHCAL modules, the416

combined ECal and HCal modules are about 2.05 m long. A417

detailed drawing of the 8M inner scintillator tile design for418

the FEMC can be found in Figure 6 (bottom right). The full419

8M tile is made out of one piece. In order to separate the light420

produced in different segments of the 8M-tile, the tile surface421

is subdivided into 1 × 1 cm2 readout segments by edging into422

the scintillator using a laser. These 0.37 mm deep gaps (about423

92% of the tile thickness) are then refilled with a mixture of424

epoxy and Titanium-oxide (TiO2) in order to reduce the light425

cross talk among different towers. The 4 fibers per tower are426

combined in a small light-collecting prism, which is directly427

attached to the SiPM with an effective photosensitive area of428

9-16 mm2 (ie. Hamamatsu S14160-3050HS). These SiPMs are429

most sensitive around wavelengths of 450nm, thus the wave430

length shifting fibers have to be chosen accordingly to peak in431

a similar region.432

The first signal processing happens after the ECal part of the433

module within the 5 cm space currently assigned for the FEMC434

read-out, realized using a modified CMS HGCROC based435

design [11], which can simultaneously process 72 channels.436

The signals are then transmitted via fiber optic cables to the437

end of the module for further processing.438

A first full mechanical design for the joint LFHCAL and FEMC439

inner 8M module can be seen in Figure 6. Additionally, a first440

full illustration of a half shell is shown. The higher granular 8M441

and 4M FEMC-LFHCAL modules are indicated in green and442

red respectively, while the yellow and dark blue towers show443

the lower granularity 8M and 4M FEMC-LFHCAL modules.444

The lighter blue and orange modules reflect the modules only445

containing LFHCAL towers.446

447

The majority of the FEMC is build out of 8M modules, sup-448

plemented by 4M, 2M and 1M modules as outlined in Table 5449

to come closer to the beam pipe and allow for a vertical sepa-450

ration of the two half shells. The entire detector consists out of451

approximately 53600 readout channels and provides a measure-452

ment of the energy of photons and electrons created in the colli-453

sion going in the hadron-going (forward) direction. The towers454

are designed to be smaller than the Molière radius in order to455
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allow for a further shower separation at high η and to meet the456

desired physics performance laid out in the Yellow Report.457

2.3.2. Hadron-End-Cap Hadronic Calorimeter: LFHCAL458

The longitudinally separated forward HCal (LFHCAL) is459

a Steel-Tungsten-Scintillator calorimeter. The initial idea is460

based on the PSD calorimeter employed in the forward di-461

rection for the NA61/SHINE experiment [12], but it has been462

severely modified to meet the desired physics performance laid463

out in the Yellow Report. This longitudinally separated HCal464

is positioned after the tracking and PID detectors at z = 3.28m465

from the center of the detector and is made up of two half disks466

with a radius of about 2.6m.467

The LFHCAL towers have an active depth of ∆z = 1.4 m with468

an additional space for the readout of about 20-30 cm depend-469

ing on their radial position, as summarized in Table 4. Each470

tower consists of 70 layers with alternating 1.6 cm absorber471

and 0.4 cm scintillator material and has transverse dimensions472

of 5 × 5 cm2. For the first 60 layers the absorber material is473

steel, while the last 10 layers serve as tail catcher and are thus474

made of tungsten to maximize the interaction length within the475

available space.476

In each scintillator, a loop of wavelength shifting fiber is em-477

bedded, as can be seen in Figure 6 (bottom center). Ten con-478

secutive fibers in a tower are read out together by a single SiPM,479

leading to 7 samples at different depth per tower. The towers are480

constructed in units of 8-, 4-, 2- and 1-tower modules to ease the481

construction and to reduce the dead space between the towers.482

Similar as for the FEMC, the scintillator tiles in the larger mod-483

ules are made out of one piece and then separated by gaps re-484

filled with epoxy and Titanium oxide to reduce light cross-talk485

among the different readout towers. For the same purpose, the486

wavelength shifting fibers running on the sides of the towers are487

grouped early on according to their readout unit and separated488

by thin plastic pieces over the full length. The corresponding489

fiber bundles are indicated in Figure 6 by different colors. They490

terminate in one common light collector, which is directly at-491

tached to a SiPM with an effective photosensitive area of 9-16492

mm2 (ie. Hamamatsu S14160-3050HS). These 7 SiPMs per493

tower are then read out by a common readout board which will494

be designed for use with nearly all ECCE calorimeters. Al-495

ternatively, a common readout design between the FEMC and496

LFHCAL could be pursued also basing the LFHCAL readout497

on the CMS HGCROC chips. The entire detector consists out498

of 63280 readout channels grouped in 9040 read-out towers and499

provides a measurement of the energy of hadronic particles cre-500

ated in the collision in the hadron-going (forward) direction.501

The majority of the calorimeter is built out of 8-tower modules502

(∼1091) which are stacked in the support frame using a lego-503

like system for alignment and internal stability.The remaining504

module sizes are necessary to fill the gaps at the edges and505

around the beam pipe to allow for maximum coverage. The ab-506

sorber plates in the modules are held to their frame by 4 screws507

each. To leave space for the read-out fibers, the steel and scin-508

tillator plates are not entirely square but equipped with 1.25 mm509

notches, creating the fiber channels on the sides, as can be seen510

in Figure 6 (bottom center) for a scintillator plate. In order to511

protect the fragile fibers, the notched fiber channels are covered512

by 0.5mm thin steel plates after module installation and test-513

ing.For internal alignment we rely on the usage of 1-2 cm steel514

pins in the LFHCAL part which are directly anchored to the515

steel or tungsten absorber plates. Consequently, the modules516

are self-supporting within the outer support frame. The support517

frame for the half disks is arranged on rails which allows the518

HCal and ECal to slide out to the sides and gives access to the519

inner detectors, as seen in Figure ??. In addition, the steel in520

the LFHCAL serves as flux return for the central 1.5T BABAR521

magnet. As a consequence, a significant force is exerted on the522

calorimeter, which needs to be compensated for by the frame523

and internal support structure.524

3. Calorimeter Performance525

The ECCE electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are526

designed to meet the criteria outlined in the Yellow Report.527

In the following, the expected performance of the different528

systems is presented based on standalone and full detector529

GEANT4 simulations.530

3.1. Clusterization531

The energy deposit from an electromagnetic or hadronic532

shower is generally spread over multiple towers. The mag-533

nitude of this effect depends on the tower size relative to the534

Molière radius (RM) of the used material and is more promi-535

nent for hadronic showers. The Molière radius is defined as the536

radius in which 90% of the shower energy is contained, where537

electron-induced showers are used for the ECals and charged538

pion-induced showers are used for the HCals. Since RM is in539

all cases larger than the individual tower sizes in the differ-540

ent calorimeters, it becomes apparent that the full shower can541

only be reconstructed when the information of multiple towers542

is combined. Different reconstruction algorithms can be em-543

ployed in order to group towers containing energy deposits into544

so-called clusters, which are the main objects used in physics545

analyses. The performance of these algorithms mostly depends546

on the calorimeter occupancy for a given event. While showers547

from single electromagnetic particles are mostly trivial to re-548

construct, a significant challenge is posed by overlapping parti-549

cle showers, for example in a jet or from high energetic neutral550

meson decays. In the latter case, the decay photon showers,551

e.g. from π0 → γγ, can not be separated within the calorime-552

ter granularity above a certain particle energy due to the decay553

kinematics. Thus, extensive studies were performed to increase554

the separation power between single and multi-particle show-555

ers and to absorb as much of the deposited energy as possible556

during the so-called clusterization procedure. This procedure557

always starts with the highest energetic tower in the calorime-558

ter, which is required to contain an energy deposit above a seed559

energy threshold (Eseed).560

Additional neighboring towers are added to the cluster if their561

energy exceeds a certain aggregation threshold (Eagg). The562

thresholds (Eseed and Eagg) for the different ECals and HCal563

have been optimized to reduce false seeding from minimum564
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Figure 7: Clusterization algorithms visualized on an example energy deposit in the calorimeter towers. The found clusters are outlined in color and their reconstructed
energy is indicated in the figure. The same seed and aggregation energy thresholds are assumed for all algorithms in this example.
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Figure 8: Mean number of clusters per generated particle (a) and average num-
ber of towers aggregated within a cluster (b) as a function of generated particle
energy using the MA clusterizer for the different ECCE calorimeters.

ionizing particles and to suppress noise during aggregation.565

Their values are tower size and calorimeter type dependent,566

with approximate values of EECal
seed = 100 MeV and EECal

agg = 5–567

10 MeV or EHCal
seed = 100–500 MeV and EHCal

agg = 5–100 MeV for568

the ECals or HCals, respectively. Five algorithms have been ex-569

plored for the cluster reconstruction (AA, SP, 5x5, C5 and MA).570

While the 5x5 and C5 clusterizers only aggregate towers in a571

fixed window of either a square with ∆η <= 2 and ∆ϕ <= 2 or572

a circular area with ∆η + ∆ϕ <= 2 around the seed tower, other573

algorithms perform more sophisticated procedures for the tower574

aggregation. The AA (Aggregate-All) clusterizer associates all575

towers sharing a common side with already aggregated towers576

in the cluster and only stops the aggregation when no further577

tower above Eagg can be found. At this point, the already ag-578

gregated towers are removed from the sample and a new seed-579

ing starting from the next highest energetic tower is performed.580

Since this approach can aggregate energy deposits from multi-581

ple particles depending on the occupancy, a subsequent split-582

ting of the cluster should be performed based on the number of583

maxima found in the energy distribution. This cluster splitting584

procedure is necessary when AA clusters are meant to be used585

for single particle analyses. The SP (SPlit) clusterizer works586

similar to the AA clusterizer, however the algorithm stops when587

a neighboring tower with larger energy than the already aggre-588

gated tower is found. This condition is improved by still allow-589

ing the aggregation of neighboring towers with energy deposits590

that are larger than the current tower by ∆Eagg, which is a small591

value that was optimized to increase the clusterizer efficency in592

a noisy detector environment. This feature prevents SP clus-593

ters to have multiple maxima and thus avoids the necessity of594

an additional cluster splitting procedure. The MA clusterizer595

builds on top of the SP clusterizer and has the only additional596

condition that also towers sharing a common corner can be ag-597

gregated, thus a 3 × 3 tower window around each aggregated598

tower is inspected. This algorithm is preferred for the aggrega-599

tion of hadronic showers in high granularity calorimeters, since600

the energy deposits can fragment over a large amount of tow-601

ers. Figure 7 shows these algorithms applied to an example en-602

ergy deposit in a calorimeter, where different clusters are recon-603

structed based on the various aggregation conditions. The MA604

clusterizer is also the only clusterizer employed in the LFHCAL605

cluster reconstruction due to the additional z-segmentation of606

the calorimeter. For this, the MA clusterizer also allows the in-607

clusion of neighboring towers in z-direction sharing an edge or608

corner with already aggregated towers.609

As can be seen in Fig. 8, the clusterizers show visible dif-610

ferences in the average number of towers they aggregate per611

cluster, with the AA and MA clusterizers including the most612

towers. In addition, the right panel of the same figure shows the613

mean number of clusters per generated particle, which is ap-614

proximately one at low energies for all clusterizers but diverges615

at higher energies to larger values, especially for the SP clus-616

terizer. The aggressive aggregation of the AA clusterizer is an617

advantage in this region, however the cluster splitting was not618

enforced in the used single particle simulation.619

Overall it was found that the MA clusterizer performs620

slightly better than the AA clusterizer for all calorimeters and621

especially in events with a higher occupancy in the different de-622

tectors. This clusterizer is therefore chosen for the following623

detector performance studies.624

An important property of any clusterization algorithm and
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Figure 9: Cluster reconstruction efficiencies in the EEMC, BEMC and FEMC for electrons (a–c) and in the OHCAL and LFHCAL for charged pions (d and e)
reconstructed with the MA-Clusterizer. The efficiencies are calculated according to Equation 1.

calorimeter is the efficiency with which a cluster can be recon-
structed for any given particle. Fig. 9 shows the reconstruction
efficiencies for electrons and charged pions for the different
ECals and HCal as a function of generated particle pseudora-
pidity calculated according to Equation 1.

ε =
Nclus,Ntow>1 in acceptance

NMC gen. particles in acceptance
(1)

In the calculation, only clusters formed according to the seeding625

and aggregation thresholds are used and additionally required626

to be made of more than a single tower. Furthermore, only one627

cluster per generated event is considered for the calculation of628

ε to avoid counting multiple clusters of a single particle (e.g.629

due to an induced pre-shower). The latter requirement is neces-630

sary to reject secondary low energy clusters or showers that are631

not contained in the calorimeter (e.g. on the outer and/or inner632

edges). The efficiencies show that at low energies, the seed and633

aggregation thresholds decrease the reconstruction efficiency,634

while edge effects at low and high pseudorapidity (e.g. strong635

shower leakage) lead to an efficiency loss especially towards636

higher energies.637

3.2. Energy resolution638

The energy resolution for the ECals and HCals is evaluated639

based on single particle simulations for photons, electrons, pi-640

ons and protons generated for 0.2 < E < 30(50) GeV. For these641

studies the reconstructed energy deposits in the towers are com-642

bined into clusters using the MA clusterizer with the aforemen-643

tioned seed and aggregation energy settings for each calorime-644

ter. The energy scale of the calorimeters is calibrated such that645

in simulations without material upfront the reconstructed elec-646

tron energy over the generated energy is approximately unity.647

Thus, this calibration corrects the ECals and HCal to approxi-648

mately the same energy scale. No η dependent corrections for649

the energy response are introduced so far.650

Figure 10 shows the energy response Erec/EMC for the vari-651

ous particle species and in each calorimeter. By construction,652

the electron and photon response in the ECals peaks around653

unity with a strong excess that is accompanied by a visible654

tail towards lower values. This tail is a result of multiple ef-655

fects. For once, the clusterization in the calorimeter is not per-656

fect (see clusterization chapter) and thus not all energy of an657

incoming particle is reconstructed. In addition, for these stud-658

ies only the highest energetic cluster in each event is selected,659

which combined with the clusterizer performance leads to a660

smearing to lower Erec/E values. Further smearing comes from661

bremsstrahlung losses of the electrons in the magnetic field as662

well as from material interaction of photons that could lead to663

photon conversions, as seen in Figure 11. The figure shows664
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Figure 10: Energy resolution for different particles generated in single particle simulations at fixed energies as measured by the electromagnetic calorimeters EEMC,
BEMC, and FEMC (a–c) and the hadronic calorimeters OHCAL and LFHCAL (d and e).

a comparison of the energy response for the BEMC with and665

without the remaining ECCE detector material in front, high-666

lighting an increasing tail at lower Erec/E due to the additional667

material. In the following studies, contributions from photon668

conversions are not rejected and thus are still contained in the669

photon sample. The left side tails of the resolution peaks can670

also arise through particles hitting the support material in be-671

tween the towers. The reconstructed energy loss from hitting672

and subsequently channeling in the passive support structures is673

a major factor to be considered for the calorimeter design. Ini-674

tial studies have shown that already a 2 mm carbon fiber support675

structure between the EEMC towers is enough to significantly676

deteriorate the energy resolution. As such, the supports were677

optimized to the current design of 0.5 mm carbon sheets, which678

greatly recovers the energy resolution. Further improvements679

are possible with carbon support grids holding multiple crys-680

tals that are further separated by a thin foil. Similar support681

material considerations are to be made for the BEMC, where682

the current design employs 2 mm carbon fiber sheets.683

Charged hadrons deposit in the majority of cases only a684

minimum ionizing signal in the ECals, which is visible as a685

strong peak at low Erec/E values. However, there is also a non-686

negligible amount of charged hadrons that deposit 40% or more687

of their energy in the ECals, which can negatively impact the688

HCal energy resolution. For the HCals, the charged pions and689

protons peak around unity, whereas remaining shower leakage690

from electron showers out of the ECals is mostly negligible.691

Figure 10 also highlights a shifted peak for protons compared692

to electrons in the HCals which can be explained by a loss of693

visible energy for baryons. In future studies, this effect could694

be counteracted for the LFHCAL by shower depth analyses and695

subsequent application of a correction factor for the loss of vis-696

ible energy.697

In order to determine the energy resolutions of the different698

calorimeters, the Erec/E distributions are fitted with crystalball699

functions in order to determine the peak width. This width can700

either be taken from the Gaussian component or from the full701

width at half maximum (FWHM). The slightly larger values of702

the latter are a reflection of the asymmetric Erec/E distribution703

as described above.704

Based on the fit values, Figure 12 shows the energy resolu-705

tion for electrons in their generated energy range in the ECals706

and for charged pions in the HCals.707

All ECal resolutions, based either on the Gaussian sigma708

(σg) or the FWHM (σF), are well within the limits imposed709

by the YR and even exceed the requirements in the case of710

the BEMC by a significant amount. Thus, despite the smeared711

Erec/E peaks from the full ECCE detector simulation, the reso-712
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Figure 11: Comparison of the energy resolution for electrons generated in sin-
gle particle simulations at E = 1 GeV (top) and E = 8 GeV (bottom) as mea-
sured by the BEMC (left) and FEMC (right) without additional material in front
of the calorimeter and in the full detector setup.

lution is still within the imposed limits. In addition, a minimal713

pseudorapidity dependence for all calorimeters is observed, but714

none of the η-regions fail to deliver the required YR perfor-715

mance.716

For the HCals, I/OHCAL and LFHCAL, a similar behavior717

is observed, where the resolutions are found to exceed the YR718

requirements with σ/E = (31 − 34%)/
√

E ⊕ (17 − 18%) and719

σ/E = (33 − 44%)/
√

E ⊕ (1.4%), respectively. This also holds720

true for both tested particle species (π± and protons) and in each721

η region individually.722

3.3. Position resolution723

A significant fraction of physics observables either directly724

or indirectly require a good position resolution of the recon-725

structed clusters in the calorimeters. For example, the jet re-726

construction clusters objects which are reconstructed in a given727

radial cone and thus position inaccuracies especially in difficult728

pseudorapdity regions can deteriorate the physics performance.729

Moreover, charged particle association or cluster neutralization730

via track matching (see next section) depends on the cluster po-731

sition resolution as much as on the tracking resolution.732

To determine the pure position resolution of the clusteriza-733

tion algorithm and intrinsic calorimeter granularity single par-734

ticle simulations without a magnetic field have been used. This735

setup allows to separate between the intrinsic position resolu-736

tion in the respective calorimeters and effects arrising from a737

larger inclination angle at the calorimeter surface as well as738

inaccuracies in the particle propagation throught the material739

due to the 1.4T magnetic field. For the track-to-cluster match-740

ing under realisitic conditions within a magnetic field the η and741

ϕ coordinates for charged particles are calculated by propat-742

ing the tracks through the detector material to approximately743

half the depth of each calorimeter. The median cluster depth is744

however η dependent for non projective calorimeters. Conse-745

quently, the mean shift in the η-position has to be corrected for746

the forward and backward calorimeters based on the zero-field747
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Figure 12: Energy resolution for electrons (charged pions) generated in single
particle simulations with energies between 0.2 and 20 (50) GeV as measured
by the different ECals (top) and the different HCals (bottom) in the central ac-
ceptance of the corresponding destectors. The shaded bands show the require-
ments as extracted from the yellow report for the different calorimeters. The
data points and fits indicated as σg/E are based on the Gaussian width of the
resolution peaks, while σF/E is based on the FWHM.

data. Figure 13 presents the width of the difference of the gener-748

ated particle η(ϕ) and the reconstructed cluster position in η(ϕ)749

in the different calorimeters. For all electro-magnetic calorime-750

ters an excellent resolution of about 0.01 − 0.015 in pseudora-751

pidity is observed which only degrades slightly towards lower752

energies. The ϕ-resolution for highly energetic particles is sim-753

ilarly good with ∆ϕ = 0.02 (corresponding to 1.15 degrees).754

It is mainly determined by the size of the single towers in ∆ϕ755

of the respective calorimeter and the width of the electro mag-756

netic shower. Due to the larger tower sizes and wider spread757

of hadronic showers without a very well defined core the η and758

ϕ resolutions of the hadronic calorimeters are slightly worse in759

both dimensions. The resolutions for the LFHCAL should be760

further improved in the future by taking into account the correct761
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Figure 13: Position resolution in η (top) and ϕ (bottom) for electrons or charged
pions generated in single particle simulations with energies between 0.2 and 20
(50) GeV as measured by the different calorimeters in the central acceptance of
the corresponding destectors without a magnetic field.

depth of the shower as well, which so far has not been consid-762

ered in the position calculation.763

3.4. Track-Cluster matching764

The position resolution described in the previous chapter is a765

necessary ingredient for performance studies of the cluster-to-766

track matching. This matching is needed for particle identifica-767

tion studies, like electron selection via charged pion rejection768

or cluster neutralization for photon analyses. In addition, sim-769

ilar to the HCal-ECal cluster matching described in the next770

section (Section 3.5), the track matching procedure is a crucial771

ingredient for particle flow-based jet measurements. Figure 14772

shows the track matching efficiencies for the different calorime-773

ters for single particle simulations of either electrons or charged774

pions in the full ECCE GEANT4 detector setup. For a majority775

of the ECal acceptance, an excellent efficiency of ε > 95% is776

observed. Expected deviations towards lower particle momenta777

are observed, where the track to cluster association breaks down778

due to a cut-off in the particle cluster reconstruction imposed by779

the minimum seeding and aggregation thresholds.780

As expected, the electron track matching efficiency for the781

HCals is near zero at low energies and only reaches values of782

at most 30% for higher energies. Thus, in Figure 14 the track783

matching efficiencies are presented for charged pions for the784

HCals. This electron matching behavior is explained by the785

fact that the ECals in front of the HCals usually fully contain786

the electromagnetic shower and only start to leak into the HCals787

at very high energies. An additional pseudorapdity dependence788

for the track matching efficiencies is expected due to the pre-789

viously observed cluster position resolution, which deteriorates790

for certain η regions as well as due to the tracking itself, which791

especially in the high η region suffers from efficiency losses.792

Further insights into the track matching efficiency are given
by Figure 15, where the track matching efficiency is shown for
all calorimeters. The efficiency is once calculated as the num-
ber of track-matched clusters relative to the number of recon-
structed tracks in the calorimeter acceptance via

εTM = Nmatched
clus /N in acc.

tracks , (2)

or relative to the number of reconstructed clusters via

κTM = Nmatched
clus /Nclus. (3)

The comparison of both quantities highlights that the track793

matching efficiency depends equally on the cluster finding effi-794

ciency and the track finding efficiency. This can clearly be seen795

in the electron matching efficiency for the ECals, where εTM is796

nearly unity when calculated according to Equation 2, meaning797

that if a track is found, it is nearly always matched to a clus-798

ter. On the other hand, if εTM is calculated relative to the num-799

ber of reconstructed clusters, one can see a reduced efficiency,800

meaning that for a large portion of clusters no track is found for801

matching, especially in the forward region. For the HCals, the802

performance is generally worse as particles can pre-shower in803

the ECals, resulting in clusters with distorted positions on the804

HCals, thus not for all tracks a matching cluster is found.805

3.5. HCal-ECal cluster matching806

A crucial ingredient to obtain accurate jet energy scales in807

jet analyses is to correctly count the energy deposits in the808

calorimeters and to assign them to their respective hadronic or809

electromagnetic sources. While for electromagnetic sources a810

simple track to cluster matching can be performed, the situa-811

tion is more convoluted for hadrons. A hadron (like a charged812

pion, proton, or similar) on average only deposits a minimum813

ionizing energy in the ECals due to their low number of interac-814

tion lengths, which is usually much less than 1λ/λ0. The bulk815

of the hadron energy is then deposited in the following HCal.816

For jet analyses, the best performing reconstruction method is817

preferred for reconstruction. This means that the tracker infor-818

mation is favored up to a certain energy where the calorimeter819

energy resolution becomes superior. In order to avoid double820

counting of a given particles energy from tracks and calorimeter821

deposits, a subtraction of either the tracking or the calorimeter822

information from the jet is needed. The first step to be able to823

perform such a subtraction is to match energy deposits in the824

ECals and their following HCals to obtain the full energy de-825

posit of a given particle. This section therefore investigates the826

performance of this matching, which is performed in the central827

and forward region in terms of pseudorapidity and azimuthal828

angle. For this, full ECCE GEANT4 detector simulations of829

charged pions are used where their tracks are reconstructed and830

their calorimeter energy deposits are clusterized. The matching831

itself is performed following an outside-in approach, where ∆η832
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Figure 14: Track matching efficiencies for electrons reconstructed with the MA-Clusterizer in the EEMC (a), the BEMC (b) and the FEMC (c) and for charged
pions reconstructed in the OHCAL (d) and the LFHCAL (e). The efficiencies are relative to the number of reconstructed tracks according to Equation 2.

and ∆ϕ for each HCal cluster with each ECal cluster is calcu-833

lated. Based on the matching residuals which follow approxi-834

mate Gaussian distributions in ∆η and ∆φ, fixed matching win-835

dows were chosen with maximum values ranging from 0.05 to836

0.1 between the clusters. The determined matching windows837

are not yet optimized for a possible η or cluster energy depen-838

dence, whose introduction might be necessary due to the dete-839

riorating performance in the edge regions of the calorimeters840

where large average shifts in the residuals are present. How-841

ever, a general narrow matching window can be used to match842

the energy deposits in both calorimeters, which reflects the po-843

sition resolution as described in Section 3.3.844

The matching performance is shown in Figure 16 for all845

three calorimeter combinations and two different calculation846

approaches for εcalomatch. In the first approach, the number847

of calo-matched (CM) clusters is compared to the total num-848

ber of reconstructed clusters (εCM,all = Nclus,CM/Nclus,all). This849

approach completely ignores tracking information as only the850

matching between the calorimeters is considered. It can be seen851

that this efficiency strongly depends on the involved calorime-852

ters and shows a significant energy dependence. In total, about853

20–40% of IHCAL clusters and 2–95% of OHCAL clusters854

are matched to a BEMC cluster, where the strongest deterio-855

rating factor is the cluster position determination and match-856

ing at large absolute η. In the forward region, this efficiency857

yields 5–55% and is similarly affected by clusters at the edges858

of the calorimeter acceptance. In the second approach, εcalomatch859

is determined based on the CM and additionally track-matched860

(TM) cluster sample relative to the number of track-matched861

clusters (εCM,TM = Nclus,CM,TM/Nclus,TM). In this efficiency,862

which requires all clusters to be matched to a track, a signifi-863

cantly higher efficiency is found, especially for the I/OHCAL864

matched clusters. This is explained by the fact that whenever a865

matched HCal cluster is found, the position of the cluster must866

be well defined and thus the energy deposit in the ECal is usu-867

ally easily associated in η and ϕ.868

Further studies, where the direct impact on the jet energy869

scale and jet energy resolution is tested, should be performed870

in a full particle flow approach to evaluate the performance of871

the matching.872

3.6. Particle Identification873

The information provided by the ECals and HCal can help874

distinguish between particle species and thus provide highly875

efficient particle identification, which is crucial for a variety876

of physics analyses. This section therefore focuses first on877

the PID capabilities of the ECals and subsequently the addi-878

tional benefits from the HCals. The electromagnetic calorime-879

ters (EEMC, BEMC and FEMC) are most commonly used to880
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Figure 16: Energy dependence of the calo-matching efficiency for charged pi-
ons simulated in the full ECCE setup compared for two different calculation
approaches for the I/OHCAL+BEMC and LFHCAL+FEMC.

identify electromagnetic showers coming from a single particle.881

They can differentiate between photons and their background882

from merged π0 decay photons. If tracking information is used883

in addition, the calorimeters can be used to provide a strong884

separation power between electrons and charged hadrons like885

π±, kaons or protons. In the following, the different PID ap-886

proaches are briefly explained and the expected performance is887

shown based on full detector GEANT4 simulations.888
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Figure 17: Invariant mass Mγγ distribution for generated π0 mesons in the en-
ergy range from 2.5 to 3.0 GeV for EEMC, BEMC, and FEMC including a
composite Gaussian fit function that includes a left-sided exponential tail com-
ponent.
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from a composite Gaussian fit including a left-sided exponential tail.

3.6.1. Single photon and neutral pion separation889

A significant background for photon analyses originates from890

π0 meson decay photons, which end up in the same recon-891

structed cluster due to their close proximity. In general, when892

the decay photons can still be reconstructed separately, their893

calculated invariant mass (Mγγ =
√

2Eγ1 Eγ2 (1 − cos θ12)) can894

be used to veto decay photon clusters if the mass falls in a cer-895

tain window around the nominal π0 mass. Example invariant896

mass distributions for the ECals are shown in Fig. 17 for a se-897

lected energy range of the two-photon meson candidates includ-898

ing a composit Gaussian fit with a left-sided exponential tail.899

The BEMC invariant mass distribution is significantly wider900

than that of the EEMC or FEMC, as can also be seen in Fig. 18,901

where the peak width (obtained from the width of the Gaussian902
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fit component) is shown as a function of π0 energy. The broad-903

ening of the peak width with increasing energy and the cutoff of904

the BEMC data at E ≈ 12 GeV is further elaborated in the fol-905

lowing. Above a certain energy, the decay kinematics of the π0
906

together with the granularity and resolution of the calorimeter907

no longer allow to reconstruct separate decay photons and thus908

the separation power between meson decay photons and single909

photons decreases.910

The energy dependence of this cluster merging effect is911

shown in Fig. 20 for the three ECals. The close proximity of912

the BMC to the interaction point together with its 4×4cm tower913

size results in a large fraction of merged decay photon clusters914

already at 5 GeV. In contrast, the higher granularity and larger915

distance from the IP of the EEMC and FEMC, respectively, re-916

sults in a much later onset of the cluster merging. For the FEMC917

this effect becomes only significant above 25 GeV, while the918

EEMC experiences this effect already above 15 GeV. In addi-919

tion, a slight reduction of the merging effect at larger absolute920

pseudorapdity is observed. This is due to the additional distance921

to the IP in either the forward regions or the barrel calorimeter922

and the resulting increase of the spatial distance between the923

decay photons on the calorimeter surface.924

3.6.2. Electron PID via charged pion rejection925

Several observables of EIC physics require a clean electron926

sample [2]. One of the largest backgrounds for electrons stems927

from charged pions (π±), which can be distinguished on a sta-928

tistical basis from electrons with a high efficiency using ECal929

information. The so-called pion rejection factor is a handle on930

how strong this e±–π± separation is for a given calorimeter. It931

can be calculated by simulating the response for single electron932

and separate single pion events. The quantity E/p, meaning933

the reconstructed cluster energy relative to the incident particle934

momentum exhibits only slightly overlapping distributions for935

both particles. This is shown in Fig. 19 where electrons (blue)936

show a strong enhancement around E/p ≈ 1, while charged pi-937

ons (red) are smeared towards lower E/p values for all three938

ECCE ECals. The track momentum in the following is deter-939

mined using the full ECCE tracking capabilities [3].940

Due to the small overlap of the E/p distribution for different941

particle species, a minimum E/p cut can be employed to re-942

ject the majority of charged pions in the sample while retaining943

a high efficiency electron sample. In previous studies, a mini-944

mum cut of ∆ = 1.6σE/E has been determined to result in a945

high electron efficiency of εe ≈ 95%. However, the asymmet-946

ric electron resolution distributions of the calorimeters within947

the full ECCE integration, as shown in Fig. 10 lead to a signifi-948

cantly reduced electron efficiency when applying a 1.6σ-based949

cut. Especially for the BEMC where a strong tail in the energy950

resolution distribution is visible, the cut results in an electron951

efficiency of εe ≈ 70%, while for the other ECals values of952

about 90–95% are observed. Thus, an additional E/p cut value953

has been determined that allows for εe = 95%, which is in-954

dicated as ε95% in the following. This cut value corresponds to955

approximately 2σ for the EEMC, 6σ for the BEMC, and 3σ for956
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the FEMC, highlighting the difference in the energy resolution957

peak asymmetry for the various ECCE ECals. Applying these958

cuts on the single pion event simulations results in the rejec-959

tion factors shown in Fig. 21. Values up to 6 ∗ 104 are reached960

for the EEMC using the 1.6σ-based cut, while for the other961

calorimeters π± rejection factors ranging from 20 to more than962

·103 are reached. For the EEMC the pion rejection capabilities963

are so striking that an accurate pion rejection factor is hard to964

determine with the currently available single particle produc-965

tion statistics and the reported values should be interpreted as966

lower limits. A significant reduction of about an order of mag-967

nitude in the π± rejection is observed for the εe = 95% based cut968

for the FEMC and BEMC, which therefore stands in no reason-969

able relation to the efficiency loss observed for the other E/p970

cut values. This loss mainly arrises from the significant tails971

observed for these two calorimeters in their current configura-972

tion.973

3.6.3. Hadron PID974

Besides using an E/p cut to differentiate between electrons
and hadrons the shape of the shower and thus the cluster can be
used. The distribution of energy within a cluster is referred to
as “shower shape”, which is described using a parametrization
of the shower surface ellipse axes [13, 14]. The shower surface
is defined by the intersection of the cone containing the shower
with the front plane of the calorimeter. The energy distribution
along the η and ϕ directions is represented by a covariance ma-
trix with terms σϕϕ, σηη and σϕη, which are calculated using
logarithmic energy weights wi. The tower dependent weights
are expressed as:

wi = Maximum(0,w0 + ln(Ei/Ecluster)) (4)

and
wtot =

∑
i

wi, (5)

where w0 = 4.5 for the EEMC [15], which excludes towers with
energy smaller than 1.1% of the cluster energy. For the BEMC
and FEMC w0 = 4.0 and w0 = 3.5 are used, respectively, in
order to compensate for the different Moliere radii and tower
size. The covariance matrix terms can then be calculated as
follows

σ2
αβ =

∑
i

wiαiβi

wtot
−
∑

i

wiαi

wtot

∑
i

wiβi

wtot
, (6)

where αi and βi are the tower indices in the η or ϕ direction.975

Similarly, also the average cluster position in the η and ϕ direc-976

tion in the calorimeter plane is determined using the tower po-977

sitions weighted logarithmically by their deposited energy [15].978

The shower shape parameters σ2
long (long axis) and σ2

short (short979

axis) are defined as the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix,980

and are calculated as981

σ2
long = 0.5(σ2

ϕϕ + σ2
ηη) +

√
0.25(σ2

ϕϕ − σ
2
ηη)2 + σ2

ηϕ, (7)

σ2
short = 0.5(σ2

ϕϕ + σ2
ηη) −

√
0.25(σ2

ϕϕ − σ
2
ηη)2 + σ2

ηϕ, (8)

Previous experiments have determined that the short axis σ2
short982

carries significantly less discriminative power compared to983

σ2
long and thus only the long axis is considered in the follow-984

ing.985

Using these parameters symmetric electromagnetic showers986

with a small spread originating either from photons or elec-987

trons can be distinguish from non-symmetric showers caused988

by hadronic interactions. The shower shape of charged parti-989

cles can also be elongated by the angle of incidence. Further-990

more, the merging of showers from electromagnetic processes,991

i.e. e+e− pairs from conversions within a close distance to the992

calorimeter or photons from neutral meson decays with high993

transverse momenta, also lead to asymmetric shower shapes.994

An example distribution of the shower shape parameter σ2
long995

for electrons (blue) and pions (red) as seen by the EEMC can996

be found in Fig. 22. As can be seen, the energy deposits from997

an electrons at the same incident energy are significantly more998

collimated than those of charged pions. Consequently, elec-999

tron clusters have predominantly lower shower shape values.1000
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Figure 23: Left: Fraction (Rπ) of cluster originating from charged pions, which
can be rejected due to the chosen shower shape cut as shown in Fig. ?? as
a function of the incident pion energy. Right: Pion rejection factor for the
different ECals with E/p > 1− 1.6σe/E (w/o PID) or E/p > 1− 1.6σe/E and
the additional σ2

long selection (w/ PID) applied as a function of the true track
momentum.

As these distributions strongly change as a function of the in-1001

cident energy a σ2
long cut value function is calculated that pre-1002

serves 90% of the electrons. Using these cut values based on1003

the shower shape alone up to 90% of the pions can be rejected1004

in the EEMC as shown in Fig. 23 (top). By simultaneously us-1005

ing the aforementioned E/p and σ2
long cuts, the pion rejection1006

quoted in Fig. 21 is improvement by at least a factor two in1007

most momentum bins as seen in Fig. 23 (bottom).1008

4. Summary1009

In summary, the ECCE calorimeter systems have been de-1010

signed to support the full scope of the EIC physics program1011

as presented in the EIC white paper [16] and in the 2018 re-1012

port by the National Academies of Science (NAS) [17]. These1013

systems can be built within the budget envelope set out by the1014

EIC project while simultaneously managing cost and schedule1015

risks.1016
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